The Institute of Textiles and Clothing (ITC) was established in 1977. With a solid foundation built over the past 50 years and the support of the local industry, ITC has developed from its beginnings as the Department of Textile Industries into one of the region’s first class educational institutions. The Institute now offers a wide range of academic programmes covering disciplines including fashion and textile design, fashion technology, fashion retailing, fashion and textile marketing and merchandising, intimate apparel and knitwear design with technology. These programmes are offered at levels ranging from higher certificates to doctoral degrees and in full time and part-time learning modes, as well as in series of short courses.

Levels | Number of Students (2010/2011)
--- | ---
PhD/MPhil | 82
MA/MBA | 172
BA | 1061
HD/HC | 1190
Total number of students | 2505

**ITC General Office**

- **QT 715**
- + 852 2766 6500
- + 852 2773 1432
- tcgeneral@inet.polyu.edu.hk
- http://www.itc.polyu.edu.hk/
Key Staff
Head of Department
Prof. TAO Xiao-ming  i QT 729  + 852 2766 6490

Scheme Leader for BA (Hons) Scheme in Fashion & Textiles
Dr. LO Tin-yee Clement  i ST 744  + 852 2766 6480

Specialism Coordinators
Fashion & Textile Design
Dr. TAN Jeanne  i QT 717  + 852 2766 4124

Fashion & Textile Marketing & Merchandising
Dr. TO Kin-man Chester  i QT 704  + 852 2766 6533

Fashion Retailing
Dr. Cheung Mei-chun  i ST 704  + 852 2766 6536

Fashion Technology
Dr. HU Hong  i ST 742  + 852 3400 3089

Intimate Apparel
Dr. YU Wing-man Winnie  i ST 737  + 852 2766 6525

Knitwear Design with Technology
Dr. NG Yuet-ming Judyanna  i QT 705  + 852 2766 6455

WIE Programme Coordinator
Miss Cari Yip  i QT 715  + 852 3400 3175

Administrative Supports
Miss Cherry Chan  i QT 715  + 852 2766 6518
Miss Alman Lai  i QT 715  + 852 2766 6501
Facilities

QT 6/F Fashion Design Studio
Occupyng a total area of 650 square meters, the Studio consists of 4 lecture rooms, 2 pattern construction laboratories, a project laboratory, 85 sets of design cubicles and lockers, a brainstorming area and 4 staff offices. The Studio is installed with sophisticated visual equipment and audio equipment.

ST 6/F Innovation Studio
ST 602 4D Fashion Digital Communication Theatre
It empowers with panoramic screen, sophisticated motion-picture projection system, digital surround-sound effects and multisensory simulation technology. These cutting-edge technologies immerse viewers in larger-than-life 2D and 3D images and ultra-realistic digital sound.